INCRA LS POSITIONER COMBO VALUE PACKAGES

For Your Router Table

Router Table Combo #1

Indulge in super-precise joinery from basic to amazing with this 17” or 430mm range LS Standard System, 24” x 36” Router Table and matching Stand.

- 17” Range INCRA LS17 Positioner
- Pro-II Joinery Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 24” x 36” Offset Router Table Top
- 36” Router Table Stand
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate*
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 82-Minute Instructional DVD

Router Table Combo #2

Our largest 27” x 43” Router Table and matching Stand combined with the 17” or 430mm range LS Standard System.

- 17” Range INCRA LS17 Positioner
- Pro-II Joinery Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 27” x 43” Offset Router Table Top
- 43” Router Table Stand
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate*
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 82-Minute Instructional DVD

Optional Router Table Combo Upgrades:

- 95” or 635mm Range Upgrade
- INCRA Wheel Kit for Router Table Stand
- INCRA/Jessem Mast-R-Lift II + 5 MagnaLOCK™ Rings
- INCRA/Woodpeckers Side Winder Lifts
- INCRA/Woodpeckers PRL-V2 & Adaptors
- INCRA Projects & Techniques Book

- INCRA HingeCrafter Kit
- INCRA Shelf Supports
- HingeCrafter 8-Piece Whiteside Router Bit Set
- 6-Piece Box Joint & Dovetail Whiteside Router Bit Set

* INCRA MagnaLOCK Plates are available in 10 different mounting hole patterns to fit most popular routers. See the price list or ask your Dealer about which plate to order for your router. For less common routers, we have blank plates available, which you may drill with any custom mounting hole pattern.

Available in Metric Version
INCRA®

For more information, please visit: www.incra.com

Taylor Design Group, Inc., P.O. Box 810262, Dallas, Texas 75381

INCRA products are protected by one or more of the following U.S. Patents:
#4,793,604, #4,930,221, #5,195,730, #5,275,074, #5,423,360, #5,716,045,
#6,237,457, #6,557,601, #6,672,190.

INCRA LS POSITIONER COMBO VALUE PACKAGES
- For Your Table Saw

Table Saw Combo #1
32” or 810mm TS-LS Joinery System with 28” x 21” Left Side Router Table (32” x 21” on XL version.)

- 32” Range INCRA LS32 Positioner
- Pair of 72” TS Rails
- Base Mount Unit for LS32
- TS-LS Rip Fence
- INCRA Wonder Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 28” x 21” TS Router Table for LEFT Side
- 15 Router Table Mounting & Support Kit
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 8-Minute Instructional DVD

Table Saw Combo #2
32” or 810mm TS-LS Joinery System with 28” x 32” Right Side Router Table (32” x 32” on XL version.)

- 32” Range INCRA LS32 Positioner
- Pair of 72” TS Rails
- Base Mount Unit for LS32
- TS-LS Rip Fence
- INCRA Wonder Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 28” x 32” TS Router Table for RIGHT Side
- 15 Router Table Mounting & Support Kit
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 8-Minute Instructional DVD

Table Saw Combo #3
52” or 1320mm TS-LS Joinery System with 28” x 21” Left Side Router Table (32” x 21” on XL version.)

- 32” Range INCRA LS32 Positioner
- Pair of 92” TS Rails
- Base Mount Unit for LS32
- TS-LS Rip Fence
- INCRA Wonder Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 28” x 21” TS Router Table for LEFT Side
- 15 Router Table Mounting & Support Kit
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 8-Minute Instructional DVD

Table Saw Combo #4
52” or 1320mm TS-LS Joinery System with 28” x 32” Right Side Router Table (32” x 32” on XL version.)

- 32” Range INCRA LS32 Positioner
- Pair of 92” TS Rails
- Base Mount Unit for LS32
- TS-LS Rip Fence
- INCRA Wonder Fence
- INCRA Shop Stop
- INCRA JUMBO Right Angle Fixture
- 28” x 32” TS Router Table for RIGHT Side
- 15 Router Table Mounting & Support Kit
- Solid Aluminum MagnaLOCK™ Plate
- 3 MagnaLOCK™ Ring Inserts (1”, 2-1/8”, 3-5/8”)
- Master Reference Guide
- 51-Piece Template Library (26-Piece Metric)
- All Instruction Manuals
- 8-Minute Instructional DVD

Optional Router Table Combo Upgrades:

- INCRA TS Rail Support Legs
- INCRA HingeCrafter Kit
- 30” x 21” XL TS Router Table for LEFT Side
- 32” x 32” XL TS Router Table for RIGHT Side
- TS Router Table Mounting and Support Kit
- INCRA Projects & Techniques Books
- INCRA/Jessem Mast-Lift II +5 MagnaLOCK™ Rings
- INCRA/Woodpeckers PRL-V2 & Side Winder Lifts & Adaptors
- HingeCrafter B-Piece Whiteside Router Bit Set
- 6-Piece Box Joint & Dovetail Whiteside Router Bit Set

* INCRA MagnaLOCK Plates are available in 10 different mounting hole patterns to fit most popular routers. See the price list or ask your Dealer about which plate in order for your router. For less common routers, we have blank plates available, which you may drill with any custom mounting hole pattern.
The new Router Table Combo 3 “The Works” is an extension of RT Combo 3, adding the most popular accessories at a substantial discount: Exceptional dust collection from the INCRA CleanSweep System, wheels, a remote switch, plus the accuracy & convenience of an INCRA Router Lift.

If you're looking for a one-stop solution for all your router table work, the RT Combo 3 “The Works” is the choice. This is a setup that you’ll never outgrow, improving your consistency & accuracy for edge shaping, traditional routed joinery like rabbits & grooves, edge jointing, guide bushing work, and even the extensive collection of INCRA box joints and dovetails.

- INCRA LS Super System
- INCRA 97” x 43” Offset Router Table Top
- INCRA 43” Router Table Stand
- INCRA Mast-R-Lift-II or INCRA PRL-V2 Router Lift
- INCRA Wheel Kit
- INCRA CleanSweep Dust Cabinet
- INCRA 6pc CleanSweep MagnaLOCK Ring Set
- INCRA CleanSweep Guide Bushing Ring
- JessEm Pow-R-Tek Remote Router Switch
- INCRA Projects and Techniques Book

Optional Router Table Combo #3 “The Works” Upgrades:

- INCRA Aluminum MagnaLOCK Router Mounting Plate
- HingeCrafter 8-Piece Whiteside Router Bit Set
- 6-Piece Box Joint & Dovetail Whiteside Router Bit Set
- INCRA 1-Box Jig for Box Joints
- INCRA HingeCrafter Kit
- INCRA Shelf Supports
- JessEm 3.25 Pow-R-Tek Motor with Remote
- Porter-Cable 3.25hp 75182 Motor
- Porter-Cable 895PK Multi-Base Router Kit
- Porter-Cable 892 Fixed Base Router

* INCRA MagnaLOCK Plates are available in 10 different mounting hole patterns to fit most popular routers. See the price list or ask your Dealer about which plate is in order for your router. For less common routers, we have blank plates available, which you may drill with any custom mounting hole pattern.